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with the clockwise puzzle club, you begin with a paper and a set of twelve
black-and-white puzzle pieces. you can flip them any way you like

(clockwise or counterclockwise) and the puzzle animates. after a bit, you'll
unlock more puzzle pieces to add to the puzzle and make it evolve over

time. it might be too interactive for the person who is more used to a linear
type of game, but, for me, it was good to be able to flex my brain around

multiple angles and directions. this helped with orientation and spatial
recognition. in addition to the puzzles, there are also activities to complete,

including making a pizza and cooking/eating it, making a chocolate cake
and eating it, and making acorn jelly and eating it. the foods all have to be
prepared in a certain order, and there are a lot of combinations to figure

out. one issue with the game is that the activities appear to be like a puzzle
as well. for example, you have to match pairs, then prep food, then eat the
food. it is not very conducive to absorbing some of the story; which is no

doubt the point of creating such an activity. it is not a real escape room (as
the name suggests), but it is a nice addition to your puzzle collection. if you
are a fan of escape room-style games, you may enjoy this one. the writing is
sometimes a little dry, but what makes all that hard work worthwhile are the
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lush, colour illustrations and excellent design. the backstory sections are
gorgeous, and the titular girl is an absolute delight. never mind that the art

is somewhat repetitive or that you can tell the entire story from the first
picture.
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